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Experimental Study on Damage and Failure of Coal-Pillar Dams in Coal Mine Underground Reservoir under Dynamic Load
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The stability of coal-pillar dams in underground hydraulic engineering works is affected not only by long-term water erosion but also by dynamic loading induced, for example, by roof breaking or fault slipping. In this paper, the water absorption characteristics of coal samples from western China were studied by nondestructive immersion tests, and a high-speed camera was used to monitor SHPB tests on samples of varying water content and subjected to various strain rates. Besides, the coal-pillar dam is numerically simulated based on the experimental data and the actual engineering conditions. The results show that, given low strain rate and high water content, the compaction stage accounts for most of the stress-strain curve, whereas the elastic stage accounts for only a relatively small fraction of the stress-strain curve. The dynamic compressive strength and elastic modulus follow exponential and logarithmic functions of strain rate, respectively, exhibiting a significant positive correlation. As the water content increases, the dynamic elastic modulus increases almost linearly, and the compressive strength decreases gradually. Under the same impact load, samples with greater water content fail more rapidly, and the failure is exacerbated by the propagation of parallel cracks to staggered cracks. The average size of coal fragments decreases linearly with increasing strain rate and water content. Simulations indicate that dynamic loading increases the stress concentration on both sides of the dam and expands the high-stress area and plastic zone. The results provide guidance for designing waterproof coal pillars and underground reservoir dams.

1. Introduction

The focus of China’s strategy for coal resources has gradually shifted to the central and western regions of China [1]. In 2020, although the coal output of Shanxi, Shaanxi, Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, and Ningxia accounted for 80.4% of the total coal output in China [2], the water resources in those areas were quite deficient, accounting for less than 6.6% of the national total. The contradiction between coal and water resources is thus becoming increasingly prominent in western China. To alleviate the imbalance between the supply and demand of water resources in these areas, coal pillars may be used to connect the artificial dams and to build underground reservoirs in goaf to store water [3, 4]. Coal-pillar dams are an important part of underground reservoirs and are affected not only by long-term water erosion but also by dynamic loading disturbances caused, for example, by roof breaking or fault slipping during mining. Thus, the study of the damage characteristics of water-containing coal samples under dynamic loading can improve evaluations of the stability and the design of coal-pillar dams and help to unravel the failure mechanisms of coal subjected to dynamic loading disturbances.

Since the proposal of water-rock interactions in the 1950s, various studies have investigated this phenomenon and have significantly advanced the field [5]. Uniaxial compression tests on coal-rock samples with different water contents show that their compressive strength, elastic modulus, and Poisson ratio decrease as the water content increases [6, 7]. Shear and creep tests on dry and water-containing rock samples show that water infiltration improves the creep strain and strain rate but decreases the strength [8–10]. Vásárhelyi [11] applied splitting-tensile tests to 45 dry and saturated limestone samples and showed that the strength of saturated rock is 0.659 times that of its dry counterpart. In addition, rock samples under different water-absorbing
conditions were subjected to triaxial compression tests [12, 13]. Yao et al. [7, 14, 15] developed a nondestructive immersion device to study how coal pillars subjected to repeated water immersion are damaged and to understand the mechanical damage and acoustic emissions of coal samples subjected to wet-dry cycles. Xia et al. [16] used uniaxial compression tests and acoustic-emission monitoring to investigate how immersion time affects the acoustic-emission characteristics. Gu et al. [17] used similarity model tests and numerical simulations to compare and analyze the seismic safety of ground versus underground reservoirs and subsequently proposed the notion of the safety factor for underground reservoir dams in coal mines.

Studies of water-containing coal rock mainly consider the static mechanical performance while largely neglecting the dynamic mechanical performance [18]. However, mining activities involve many complex, nonnegligible dynamic issues [19], such as how dynamic loading affects the stability of coal-pillar dams. Currently, the load on the coal is categorized based on strain rate, but the standard used to distinguish between static load and dynamic load is not strictly determined [20]. In their review of research over the past decade into dynamic rock mechanics, Huang [21] considered only the effect of dynamic rock mechanics for strain rates in the range \(0.1-1000 \text{ s}^{-1}\). The split Hopkinson press bar (SHPB) is a typical dynamic-loading device used to study the characteristics of materials under high strain [22], and numerous studies have used it to determine the mechanical performance of rock subjected to dynamic loading. The results reveal that the static mechanical performance differs significantly from the dynamic mechanical performance [23, 24], which is closely related to the strain rate [25]. Shan et al. [26] performed dynamic impact experiments on anthracite coal and divided the resulting dynamic constitutive curve of rock into four stages. In addition, dynamic impact experiments involving bullets shot at different impact velocities at rock demonstrated that the dynamic compressive strength of rock depends strongly on strain rate [27, 28]. Jiang et al. [29] investigated the dynamic mechanical characteristics of black granite as a function of strain rate. The results show that, under high strain rate, the dynamic compressive strength of rock undergoes an abrupt jump, and its elastic deformation correlates negatively with strain rate. Fu et al. [30] clarified the dynamic failure mechanism of rock and constructed a viscoelastic constitutive model of a damaged body, finding that the dynamic strength and elastic modulus of the sample continue to increase with increasing strain whereas plastic deformation increases and then decreases. Liu et al. [31] reported that coal rock undergoes axial splitting failure when loaded at low strain rate and crushing failure when loaded at high strain rate and that the impact energy correlates positively with strain rate. Demirdag et al. [32] applied SHPB tests to various types of limestone and reported that porosity, hardness, and unit weight significantly affect the dynamic mechanical characteristics of rock.

At present, the study of the dynamic mechanical characteristics of materials focuses mainly on brittle materials such as sandstone and granite. The strength of coal is between that of hard rock and soft rock, and its dynamic response to high-strain-rate loading differs from that of other rock. In addition, water infiltration may significantly complicate its mechanical performance. However, despite these facts, investigations into the damage mechanisms of rock remain unclear, so further study is required. Thus, considering that water and high strain rate affect coal samples, the present study uses an independently developed nondestructive
immersion device to analyze how water content affects coal. By applying SHPB tests to coal samples of varying water content and strain rate, this study explores the mechanisms that cause dynamic mechanical damage, crack propagation, and failure in coal rock. The stability of coal-pillar dams is also analyzed by numerical simulations anchored by the test results and engineering practice. The results obtained should advance our understanding of the mechanisms of dynamic mechanical damage in water-containing coal samples and thereby provide guidance for the construction of coal-pillar dams.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Selection and Preparation of Coal Samples. Coal samples (see Figure 1) were taken from the coal-pillar dam (3-1 coal seam, average thickness 5.75 m, immediate roof and immediate floor are sandy mudstone) in the Chahasu coal mine of the Xinjie mining area in the Dongsheng coalfield of the Shendong mine area, China. The samples were formed into cylindrical specimens with dimensions of $\Phi 50 \, \text{mm} \times 25 \, \text{mm}$, and the integration was done following the Rock Testing Handbook from the International Society for Rock Mechanics [33] and Methods for Determining the Physical and Mechanical Properties of Coal and Rock [34]. Irregularity at both ends of the samples remained within $\pm 0.05 \, \text{mm}$, the end faces were perpendicular to the sample axis, and the axial alignment tolerance was within $\pm 0.25^\circ$. All coal samples were numbered based on their water content $w$ and air pressure $a$.

The samples were organized into twelve groups of three, for a total number of 36. Table 1 gives the details of the sample numbering system.

2.2. Experimental Apparatus and Method. The coal samples were dried in an air-circulation oven (Shanghai Instrument...
Factory, model 101-2, China) at 105°C for 12 h as per the Regulation for Testing the Physical and Mechanical Properties of Rock (DZ/T 0276.2-2015) [35]. An independently developed smart nondestructive immersion instrument (HL-8-1WS by China University of Mining and Technology and Dongying Kersite Test Instrument Co., Ltd.) [36] (see Figure 2) was used to immerse the coal samples. The instrument converts water into steam through an ultrasonic humidifier, and the steam is fed into the constant-temperature-and-humidity incubator along the internal pipe. The coal samples were in full contact with saturated-humidity steam in the constant-temperature-and-humidity incubator and allowed to freely absorb water, thereby avoiding the pressure-induced structural damage that can occur when samples are immersed in water and thus ensuring the integrity of the samples.

Table 2: The average impact velocity of the impingement rod and the average strain rate of coal samples under different pressure loading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group number</th>
<th>Load pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Water content (%)</th>
<th>Average impact velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Average strain rate (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Group average strain rate (s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1-A1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>43.06</td>
<td>45.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>50.20</td>
<td>44.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3-A1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>44.51</td>
<td>50.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>50.37</td>
<td>45.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>56.38</td>
<td>57.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3-A2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>68.13</td>
<td>67.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>70.18</td>
<td>68.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>69.25</td>
<td>67.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3-A3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>64.95</td>
<td>66.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>10.06</td>
<td>86.37</td>
<td>89.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>87.22</td>
<td>89.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3-A4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>93.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5**: Strain rate as a function of time and water content.
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(a) Strain rate vs. time

![Average strain rate vs. impact velocity](image)

(b) Average strain rate vs. impact velocity

Figure 3 shows the multifunctional separated SHPB test system (Luoyang Liwei Science and Technology Co., Ltd., China, model LW19-09-3) used as loading system, which allowed us to modify the impact velocities of bullets by changing the air pressure (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, or 0.4 MPa) to achieve different strain rates. A high-speed camera recorded the damage and failure of the coal samples. The entire system consisted of a loading system, pressure bar system, measuring system, and data-acquisition system. The impact rod, incident rod, transmission rod, and absorption rod were 0.4, 3.0, 3.0, and 1.5 m long, respectively. The pressure bar was made of silicon manganese steel with a density of 7.85 g/cm³ and an elastic modulus of 206 GPa. BX120-2AA resistance strain gauges were used to monitor the strain with reasonable accuracy. The data were recorded by using an Hd5960 superdynamic resistance signal acquisition instrument.
3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Water Absorption Characteristics of Coal Samples.

Figure 4 shows the water content of the coal samples as a function of immersion time as determined by the nondestructive immersion tests. The slope of the curve (i.e., the water absorption rate of the coal sample) distinguishes three water absorption stages: (I) a rapidly increasing stage, (II) a slowly increasing stage, and (III) a near-saturation stage. From 0 to 5 h, the water content of coal samples, which were initially dry, increased dramatically once coming in contact with water (15.6% of the immersion time required for the coal sample to be saturated). From 5 to 16 h, water gradually infiltrates into the samples until water absorption is complete [36], at which point the water absorption rate starts to decrease although the water content continues to increase. From 16 to 32 h, the coal sample is almost saturated, the absorption rate is near zero, and the water content remains constant. After 32 h, the coal samples are saturated with a water content of 12.53%.

The water contents of the coal samples follow a logarithmic function of immersion time:

\[ w = -2.2293 \ln (t - 0.7195) + 5.4523, \]

\[ R^2 = 0.9841, \]  

(1)

where \( w \) is water content (%), \( t \) is immersion time (h), and \( R^2 \) is the square of the correlation coefficient of the fit. \( R^2 \approx 1 \), which is indicative of a good fit, so this fit can serve as a good benchmark for studying the mechanical characteristics of
water-containing coal samples. In the following analysis, we use the water contents of 0%, 5.79%, and 12.53%.

3.2. Variation in Strain Rate of Coal Samples. To study the dynamic characteristics of water-containing coal samples at different strain rates, the strain rate was varied in the coal samples by varying the air pressure and thereby the impact velocity of the bullets. Table 2 lists the resulting strain rates imparted to coal samples with three water contents (0%, 5.79%, and 12.53%) and for air pressures of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 MPa.

Figure 5(a) shows the strain rate as a function of time in coal samples with water content of 0% and for different air pressures. Under an impact load, the strain rate of the coal samples changes continuously over time (more specifically, it increases and then decreases over the entire process of loading and unloading). The bullet impact velocity increases with air pressure, and the rate of change in strain and peak

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group number</th>
<th>w (%)</th>
<th>a (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>σ_c (MPa)</th>
<th>E (GPa)</th>
<th>Group number</th>
<th>w (%)</th>
<th>a (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>σ_c (MPa)</th>
<th>E (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1-A1-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43.06</td>
<td>28.83</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>W2-A3-1</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>69.24</td>
<td>35.79</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A1-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43.06</td>
<td>29.21</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>W2-A3-2</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>69.24</td>
<td>35.49</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A1-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43.06</td>
<td>28.26</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>W2-A3-3</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>69.24</td>
<td>34.12</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A2-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50.732</td>
<td>32.06</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>W2-A4-1</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>87.21</td>
<td>36.84</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A2-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50.732</td>
<td>32.47</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>W2-A4-2</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>87.21</td>
<td>36.91</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A2-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50.732</td>
<td>32.11</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>W2-A4-3</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>87.21</td>
<td>37.31</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A3-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70.182</td>
<td>38.48</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>W3-A1-1</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>44.51</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A3-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70.182</td>
<td>40.32</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>W3-A1-2</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>44.51</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A3-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70.182</td>
<td>39.46</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>W3-A1-3</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>44.51</td>
<td>24.13</td>
<td>2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A4-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86.373</td>
<td>43.03</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>W3-A2-1</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>57.08</td>
<td>27.47</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A4-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86.373</td>
<td>47.81</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>W3-A2-2</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>57.08</td>
<td>30.32</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1-A4-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86.373</td>
<td>44.69</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>W3-A2-3</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>57.08</td>
<td>31.21</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A1-1</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>50.203</td>
<td>27.61</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>W3-A3-1</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>64.94</td>
<td>34.02</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A1-2</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>50.203</td>
<td>27.69</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>W3-A3-2</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>64.94</td>
<td>35.65</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A1-3</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>50.203</td>
<td>27.51</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>W3-A3-3</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>64.94</td>
<td>35.31</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A2-1</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>61.314</td>
<td>29.33</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>W3-A4-1</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>93.71</td>
<td>46.86</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A2-2</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>61.314</td>
<td>30.13</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>W3-A4-2</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>93.71</td>
<td>42.34</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2-A2-3</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>61.314</td>
<td>30.56</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>W3-A4-3</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>93.71</td>
<td>44.31</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: w: water contents; a: air pressure; σ_c: compressive strength; E: elastic modulus.

Figure 7: Dynamic compressive strength and elastic modulus as a function of the strain rate of coal samples.
strain also both increases. Thus, the time required for the coal sample to reach its peak strain rate is shortened. The large impact load induced by the high air pressure closes the cracks, which protects the coal sample from unloading failure and significantly increases the strain rate. Notably, the strain rates of coal samples decreased and then increased after reaching their peaks. Herein, the strain rates were stabilized at relatively high levels and both stresses and strains varied drastically, resulting in strain hardening of samples [37]. The greater the loading pressure, the more obvious the strain hardening.

Figure 5(b) shows the average strain rate and impact velocity of coal samples as a function of water content. As the impact velocity increases, the strain rate of the water-containing coal samples continues to increase in an exponential manner. The larger the water content becomes, the more sensitive the strain rate becomes to impact rate, and the more significant is the change in strain rate. Exponential fits to these curves give the exponents $N_{w=0} = 0.3511$, $N_{w=5.79} = 0.4660$, and $N_{w=12.53} = 0.4739$. These results suggest that water erosion weakens the coal samples, thereby causing significant changes in sample strain under dynamic loading. Additionally, given the data in Table 2 and the effect of water content and heterogeneity on the coal samples, the strain rates under a given air pressure differ only slightly. Therefore, for convenience, the average strain rate is used in the analysis.

3.3. Damage to Coal Samples as a Function of Strain Rate. Figure 6 shows the dynamic stress-strain curves of water-containing coal samples for different strain rates, and Table 3 gives the dynamic mechanical parameters. Similar to the stress-strain curves of coal subjected to static loading [38, 39], these curves can be divided into five stages: (I) the first stage is the fracture-compression stage, where the curve is concave upward. In this stage, the internal pores and cracks start to close, the defect structure shrinks, and the

![Figure 8: Dynamic stress-strain curves of coal samples with different water contents.](image-url)
the time for crack closure. This makes the fracture-
cracks inside to compress faster and thereby reducing
coal samples must withstand a higher impact load, causing
stage during crack closure. In the coal samples close fairly slowly, making this
increases. Since the loading rate of the impact load far
deformation bearing capacity of the sample gradually
exceeds that of the static or quasistatic load, the internal
cracks in the coal samples close fairly slowly, making this
stage difficult to detect [40]. (II) In the elastic deformation
stage, the coal sample stores elastic energy, the stress
increases linearly with strain, and the slope of the curve is
the dynamic elastic modulus. (III) This is the stable crack-
propagation stage, where stress grows slowly with strain,
and the stress-strain curve is concave downward. Cracks start
propagating, and the coal samples are subject to significant
axial compression and radial expansive deformation [41].
(IV) In the unstable crack-propagation stage, the original
cracks rapidly propagate, connect, and link up, and the over-
al deformation resistance of the coal sample decreases con-
siderably. At the end of the stage, the slope approaches
zero, and stress attains its maximal value (at this point, the
strain is called the “peak strain”). (V) The unloading stage
occurs after the peak stress and is due to the axially connected
cracks; the coal sample loses its bearing capacity, the capacity
of pressure rods to hold coal samples and their stresses drop
rapidly.

The stress-strain curves of coal samples at different strain
rates vary significantly. At low strain rate, the fracture-
compression stage encompasses a large portion of the curve
before the peak stress. Consider as an example the coal sam-
ple with a water content of 12.53%; the fracture-compression
stage of this coal sample accounts for 34.04% of the total
curve at the strain rate of 45.92 s⁻¹, and as the strain rate
increases, the portion of the curve accounted for by the
fracture-compression stage decreases to 27.18%, 16.25%,
and 12.62% as the strain rate increases to 56.38, 68.13, and
89.10 s⁻¹, respectively. When subject to a high strain rate,
coal samples must withstand a higher impact load, causing
the cracks inside to compress faster and thereby reducing
the time for crack closure. This makes the fracture-
compression stage of coal samples under a high strain rate
become less evident. In contrast, as the strain rate increases,
the elastic stage accounts for a larger portion of the curve
before the peak. The elastic stage accounts for 61.07%,
67.81%, 78.99%, and 86.42% of the total curve when the
strain rate is 45.92, 56.38, 68.13, and 89.10 s⁻¹, respectively,
which are significant increments. Since more cracks are
involved in the deformation when the strain rate is high,
the deformation resistance of the sample increases [41].

Figure 7(a) shows the dynamic compressive strength of
the coal samples as a function of strain rate. The dynamic
compressive strength of the coal samples is an exponential
function of strain rate. Consider as an example the dry coal
samples: as the strain rate increases from 43.06 to 86.37 s
increments of 12.73%, 40.73%, and 11.75%, respectively), displaying a sig-
nificant positive correlation. This result is similar to the gen-
eral result obtained for brittle rock [27, 28]. From the energy
perspective, numerous cracks and weak structural planes
exist inside the coal samples, and the damage process under
an impact load reflects the propagation process of structural
defects, where energy absorption and loss occur. Although
the consumption of energy during crack propagation
requires an accumulation of energy, the extremely short
duration of dynamic loading means that the coal sample does
not have sufficient time to absorb and accumulate energy to
sustain its carrying capacity. Therefore, the stress increases
to offset the effect of the impact load, as reflected in the higher
strength [25, 31].

Figure 7(b) shows the dynamic elastic modulus as a func-
tion of the strain rate of the coal samples. As the strain rate
increases, the average elastic modulus of the coal sample with
ω = 0% increases from 2.20 to 2.48, 3.49, and 3.90 GPa
(increments of 12.73%, 40.73%, and 11.75%, respectively).
For the coal sample with ω = 5.79%, the elastic modulus

\[ E(\epsilon) = 0.04\omega + 3.64R^2 = 0.4961 \]

\[ E(\epsilon) = 0.06\omega + 2.56R^2 = 0.5296 \]

\[ E(\epsilon) = 0.05\omega + 2.18R^2 = 0.9816 \]

The stress-strain curves of coal samples have the following
characteristics:

- **Elastic stage**: The stress-strain curve is linear. The elastic stage accounts for a larger portion of the curve before the peak.
- **Elastic stage**: The stress-strain curve is concave downward. Cracks start propagating, and the coal samples are subject to significant axial compression and radial expansive deformation.
- **Unloading stage**: The stress-strain curve is concave upward. The unloading stage occurs after the peak stress and is due to the axially connected cracks; the coal sample loses its bearing capacity.

![Figure 7(a)](image1.png)

**Figure 7(a)**: Dynamic compressive strength of coal samples as a function of strain rate.
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**Figure 7(b)**: Dynamic elastic modulus of coal samples as a function of strain rate.
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Figure 10: Dynamic structural damage to water-containing coal samples.
increases from 2.46 to 3.04, 3.52, and 3.84 GPa (increments of 23.75%, 15.75%, and 10.23%, respectively). Finally, for the coal sample with \( w = 12.53\% \), the elastic modulus increases from 2.88 to 3.21, 3.73, and 4.22 GPa (increments of 11.46%, 16.20%, and 13.14%). As with the dynamic compressive strength, the dynamic elastic modulus correlates positively with the strain rate and is logarithmic in strain rate, which shows that an increase in impact load increases the deformation resistance of the coal samples.

3.4. Damage to Coal Samples as a Function of Water Content.

Figure 8 shows the dynamic stress-strain curves of coal samples with different water contents. In the fracture-compression stage, the dynamic stress-strain curves fluctuate and grow nonlinearly. The growth in the stress of the coal samples subjected to dynamic loading indeed follows a wave process of stress wave action, which is attributed to the plentiful supply of minerals, impurities, pores, and cracks inside the coal samples. In the early phase of stress-wave propagation, it is difficult for stress and strain to change at the same rate. Additionally, the fracture-compression stage of stress-strain curves of water-containing coal samples is more significant than that of dry coal samples. Consider, for example, the strain rate of 45.92 and 56.38 s\(^{-1}\): as the water content increases from 0% to 12.53%, the fracture-compression stage of the coal samples for \( \dot{\varepsilon} = 45.92 \text{ s}^{-1} \) accounts for 6.46%, 21.25%, and 37.84% of the curve before the peak. In contrast, the fracture-compression stage of the coal sample for \( \dot{\varepsilon} = 56.38 \text{ s}^{-1} \) accounts for 11.67%, 20.47%, and 19.58% of the curve before the peak, revealing a negative correlation. As the coal sample absorbs water, the minerals and impurities inside it undergo physical and chemical reactions that soften the samples, giving them remarkable plastic characteristics [42] that increase the time required to compress them.

Figure 9(a) shows the dynamic compressive strength as a function of water content of the coal samples. The scattered distribution of the results means that the dynamic compressive strength of the coal samples with different strain rates reacts differently as water content increases. For instance, as water content increases from 0% to 12.53% at a strain rate of 45.92 s\(^{-1}\), the average dynamic compressive strength of the coal samples decreases by 4.04% and 12.36%, with softening coefficients of 0.96 and 0.84. At a strain rate of 56.38 s\(^{-1}\), however, the average dynamic compressive strength of the coal samples decreases by 6.85% and 2.59%, with softening coefficients of 0.93 and 0.91. In this case, the dynamic compressive strength of the coal samples increases nearly linearly with water content, which is consistent with the result of the relative static load test [43, 44]. At a strain rate of 68.13 s\(^{-1}\), the dynamic compressive strength of the coal samples increases quadratically with water content. In the immersion hardening of brittle materials such as concrete and sandstone under loading and at a high strain rate, the pore water pressure can intensify to some extent. Since the propagation rate of cracks correlates positively with impact load [45] and a higher strain rate leads to a larger impact load, a higher strain rate leads to faster crack propagation so that the free water in cracks has difficulty reaching the crack tips. In addition, the surface tension along the crack openings hinders crack development [46], which further contributes to limiting the dynamic compressive strength of water-containing media.

Figure 9(b) shows the dynamic elastic modulus of the coal samples as a function of water content. As the water content increases from 0% to 12.53%, the linear characteristics of dynamic elastic modulus of coal samples are obvious under low strain rate and relatively discrete under high strain rate. Overall, the dynamic elastic modulus of the coal samples is nearly linear in water content, no matter the strain rate, reflecting an improved resistance to deformation of the water-containing coal samples subjected to impact load. Previous findings indicate that the dynamic elastic modulus correlates positively with coal density and stress-wave velocity [47]. Since the coal samples contain numerous large pores and heterogeneous cracks, the pores and cracks absorb stress-wave energy as stress develops in dry coal samples, which attenuates energy during transmission. The pores and cracks in water-containing coal samples are filled with free water, which relieves the structural defects of the coal samples and enhances the density of the coal samples. Also, since the wave velocity in water is much greater than that in air [48], the saturated coal samples have a higher dynamic elastic modulus.

3.5. Dynamic Structural Damage of Water-Containing Coal Samples. A high-speed camera with a frame rate of 110 001 frames per second served to monitor the dynamic structural damage of the water-containing coal samples and recorded crack-propagation patterns and impact failures. Taking the loading pressure of 0.1 MPa as an example, the dynamic failure process of water-containing coal samples is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10(a) shows the dynamic damage failure of a dry coal sample. At 90 μs, the coal sample undergoes slight axial compression but remains integral. At 545 μs, several macro parallel cracks appear in the coal sample, indicating uniform dynamic loading of the coal sample. At 726 μs, the cracks continue to expand and new cracks appear; then, several cracks connect and the coal sample undergoes axial compression and radial swelling. At 908 μs, the cracks link up with each other, and the coal sample undergoes local failure with a split pattern. The macro deformation becomes more evident, and a small number of coal fragments are ejected. At
The main structure of the coal sample collapses, and the coal sample loses its bearing capacity, causing the ejection of a significant amount of coal fragments. After 2181 μs, the failure of the coal sample intensifies, leading to the ejection of more coal fragments, which are now smaller in sizes and are ejected a greater distance.

The coal sample with a water content of 5.79% undergoes a dynamic damage process similar to that of the dry coal sample (see Figure 10(b)), although the time required for crack initialization and the failure of the entire structure is reduced, the coal fragments are smaller, and the damage process is much faster. During the time interval 72–254 μs, the coal sample undergoes uniaxial compression, parallel cracks appear, and the cracks propagate. During the time interval 436–618 μs, crack propagation accelerates, and the cracks begin to connect and link up, which signals the onset of failure of the sample. At 1072 μs, the main structure undergoes a splitting failure, and the coal fragments are ejected over a small range of distance. After 2072 μs, the size of the ejected coal fragments decreases, but the ejection distance increases.

Figure 10(c) shows the dynamic-damage failure of coal samples with a water content of 12.53%. At 45 μs, axial compression of the coal sample begins. At 208 μs, staggered cracks appear in the middle of the coal sample. At 381–545 μs, cracks propagate and gradually connect and link up, with coal fragments being ejected. In addition, the bearing structure of coal samples shows the initial characteristics of crushing. After 990 μs, the coal samples fracture completely with copious ejection of fragments over a large ejection range.

The macrofailure characteristics of coal samples subjected to dynamic loading essentially reflect the processes in the internal microstructure of the samples [49].
to fracture mechanics, cracks start to propagate rapidly when the stress-intensity factor at the crack tip exceeds the fracture toughness of the material. Softening due to water erosion of coal samples reduces the cohesion between the internal particles, so the overall strength decreases, which in turn decreases the fracture toughness. Thus, even a small stress can trigger the propagation and failure of cracks, reducing the time to crack propagation and overall failure [50]. As the water content increases further, immersion-induced softening in the coal samples significantly reduces their fracture toughness, and when the stress intensity factor achieves the critical value, more cracks propagate simultaneously, manifesting macroscopic staggered cracks.

3.6. Characteristics of Fragments of Water-Containing Coal Samples. To further quantify how water content and strain rate affect the structural damage of coal samples, fragments of coal samples were collected after the impact tests and sieved through mesh sieves with opening sizes of 12.5, 5.0, 2.5, 2.0, and 0.1 mm. The mass of particles retained from each sieve is shown in Figure 11.

The median fragment size for a given sieve is called the average particle size, and the accumulated mass by percentage for each sieve multiplied by the corresponding average particle size gives the average particle size of the failed coal sample. Thus,

\[ \delta = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \eta_i \bar{d}_i, \]

where \( \delta \) is the average particle size of the failed coal sample (mm), \( \eta_i \) is the percent of the total mass in grading interval \( i \), \( \bar{d}_i \) is the average particle size in grading interval \( i \) (mm), and \( i = 1 - 5 \) labels the sieve gradings. Table 4 lists the characteristic parameters of the coal fragments for the various water contents and strain rates.

Figure 12(a) shows the average fragment size as a function of water content. The average size of a coal fragment decreases as water content increases, suggesting that increasing water content significantly perturbs the coal sample. The slope of the curve has an absolute value of 0.0425 at \( \varepsilon = 89.1 \text{ s}^{-1} \), which is significantly greater than the slope at \( \varepsilon = 45.92 - 68.13 \text{ s}^{-1} \), which means that a high-impact load causes a more severe failure compared with that under low impacts. Since the entire water-containing coal sample is softened, particles are more likely to separate as cohesion between them decreases, so a high-impact load may generate more coal fragments of small size. The average size of coal fragments as a function of strain rate (see Figure 12(b)), which approaches a negative linear correlation and an increase in impact load, also intensifies the failure of the coal sample. The slope of the fit should reflect the sensitivity of the coal sample to strain rate: the results \( k_{w=0} = -0.0379, k_{w=5.79} = -0.0449, \) and \( k_{w=0} = -0.0431 \) indicate that the strain rate has a greater effect on particle size in water-containing coal samples than in dry coal samples. Thus, both water content and strain rate should exacerbate the failure of the coal samples, and both should promote each other.

4. Numerical Simulation

4.1. Project Background and Numerical Model. As a key part of underground reservoirs, coal-pillar dams form the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>( \delta ) (m)</th>
<th>( E ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( \sigma_t ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( C ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( \phi ) (deg)</th>
<th>( \rho ) (kg/m(^3))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>34.59</td>
<td>2440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>31.84</td>
<td>2269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>36.01</td>
<td>2327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-grained sandstone</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>31.35</td>
<td>2480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.088</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>37.45</td>
<td>2222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>33.84</td>
<td>2428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>25.85</td>
<td>1387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>31.78</td>
<td>2408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>33.59</td>
<td>2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>29.49</td>
<td>2154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>31.91</td>
<td>2410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>34.07</td>
<td>2459</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( \delta \): thickness; \( E \): elastic modulus; \( \mu \): Poisson’s ratio; \( \sigma_t \): tensile strength; \( C \): cohesive force; \( \phi \): angle of internal friction; \( \rho \): density.
protective coal pillars set by the workface. The disturbance caused by mining activities in contiguous workfaces includes mining-induced static load on the coal-pillar dam and mine-tremor-induced dynamic loading such as caused by roof fracturing or fault slips. An excessive advance speed of the workface can also lead to large areas of suspended roof, stress concentration areas in the roof, and a large accumulation of elastic energy [51, 52]. When a roof fractures and slips, the rapid release of elastic energy produces violent shocks that lead to dynamic loads [53, 54] and shock waves that emanate from the source and are transmitted through the rock, also resulting in dynamic loading of the coal-pillar dam [55]. In light of this analysis, we numerically simulated a coal-pillar dam subject to dynamic loading by using the finite-difference software FLAC3D. The simulation is used to analyze the stress distribution and damage characteristics of the coal-pillar dam.

The underground reservoir of Goaf 31301 in the Chahasu coal mine in western China is used as the simulation object. The workface is nearly horizontal 3-1 coal with an average thickness of 5.87 m, and the immediate roof and floor consist of sandy mudstone. The underground reservoir of Goaf 31301 is close to Workface 33301, with protecting coal pillars 74 m in length for the coal-pillar dam of the reservoir. Mining is done on Workface 33301.

In light of the location of the two workface planes and the geological conditions, the model of the coal seam is 6 m thick and has a size of 914 × 400 × 190 m³ (length × width × height), and the four boundaries and the bottom end are constrained. A uniform load with a magnitude of 6.88 MPa is applied to the top of the coal seam to model the overburden weight 300 m above, and boundary pillars along the X and Y axes are set as 108 and 150 m long. The Mohr–Coulomb model is used to model the material with the parameters given in Table 5. Figure 13 shows the numerical model. Based on the mining practice used at Workface 33301, the excavation in each step is 10 m to reflect the real advance speed of 10 m/d of the workface. And then the mining of the workface is simulated [56].

Since dynamic load is usually induced by mining when the coal is in the limit of static balance, static stress balance is a prerequisite for simulating dynamic load. To simulate the period from the beginning of excavation until static stress balance in Workface 33301, we used the built-in dynamic module in FLAC3D, and shaking focuses were imposed at various locations in the coal roof. Given the existence of low-strength mudstone and sandy mudstone within 28 m of the immediate roof, the 34 m long medium-grained sandstone and the 76 m long fine sandstone in the roof are assumed to fracture during the advance of the adjacent workface, and a shaking focus is applied in each layer. Both the near and far fields are considered in the analysis of the disturbance to the coal-pillar dam caused by high dynamic loading. Based on previous findings [56, 57], the magnitude of the dynamic load was determined to be 50 MPa. The focus produces vertical and horizontal components at the same time, the dynamic load waveform is described by a sinusoidal wave, the bottom of the model is a viscous boundary, the four sides of the model are free-field boundaries, and local damping is applied. The frequency of the shock wave is 50 Hz, dynamic loading lasts for one period, and the simulation time is 0.2 s. Figure 14 shows where the dynamic load is applied.

4.2 Stress Distribution in Coal-Pillar Dam. During simulation, the effects of dynamic load disturbance on the vertical stress of the coal-pillar dam were maximized within the 600 time steps. As a result, vertical stress distributions of the longitudinal section of the coal-pillar dam within 600 time steps were involved in simulation (see Figure 15). When a mine tremor is excited in the far field (e.g., in the overburden rock), shock waves emanate elliptically and energy is attenuated as it travels further from the source. The arrival of the shock waves at the coal-pillar dam changes the vertical stress, eventually concentrating stress on both sides of the dam. The
transmission of mine tremors in the near field is similar to that of shock waves in the far field, but the shock waves propagate farther in the far field and the energy is more strongly attenuated, reducing the disturbance to the coal-pillar dam. Additionally, the coal-pillar dam on the mining side experiences a greater change in stress as it is closer to the shock-wave source, and dynamic loading results in greater stress and a larger stress-concentration area. Conversely, the coal-pillar dam on the reservoir side experienced less serious dynamic loading disturbances. The stress distribution is similar in both near field and far field.

Figure 16 shows the vertical stress distribution in the coal-pillar dam. With dynamic loading, the stress-concentration areas at both ends of the coal-pillar dam expand significantly and gradually extend toward the floor and the elastic zone in the middle of the coal pillar, and the peak stress also increases slightly. Compared with mine tremors in the far field, near-field mine tremors more severely disturb the coal-pillar dam and widen the stress-concentration area, and a large range of damage failure is likely to occur in real situations. Additionally, the distribution of the elastic zone differs from that under the static load balance after mining, and a high-stress area expands from a heart shape in static equilibrium to an elliptical shape, while gradually extending to the roof and floor.

To further quantify the dynamic disturbance of the vertical stress in the coal-pillar dam and to observe vertical stress, we select measuring points in peak stress areas at both ends of the coal-pillar dam and in the middle elastic zone, as
shown in Figure 17. A mine tremor causes dynamic loading in the near field, with an increase in peak stress of 4.6 MPa at the coal-pillar dam on the mining side, an increase of 2.7 MPa in the elastic zone, and an increase of 0.9 MPa at the coal-pillar dam on the reservoir side. A mine tremor causes dynamic loading in the far field, and peak stress increases by 0.9 MPa at the coal-pillar dam on the mining side, by 0.5 MPa in the elastic zone, and by 0.2 MPa at the coal-pillar dam on the reservoir side. These results show that the coal-pillar dam experiences the largest change in vertical stress and that the disturbance caused by dynamic loading in the far field is more serious than that in the near field. Additionally, the coal-pillar dam on the mining side and elastic zone of the coal-pillar dam face the waves, which amplifies the change in stress more vis-à-vis the reservoir side. Since the coal-pillar dam on the mining side is closest to the shock-wave source, it experiences the most severe disturbance, while the stress mutation occurs first, and the peak stress is also the highest after the end of dynamic load. In engineering practice, under the duplicating effect of overburden stress and mine tremors caused by dynamic loading, the coal-pillar dam may be damaged and fail if its stress exceeds the ultimate strength of coal, whereas the coal-pillar dam on the reservoir side becomes more vulnerable due to softening caused by immersion in water.

4.3. Damage to Coal-Pillar Dam. Figure 18 shows the extent of the plastic zone in the coal-pillar dam before and after mine-tremor-induced dynamic loading. The stress field reaches static equilibrium after the advancement of the two workfaces, and plastic zones develop on both sides of the coal-pillar dam, with the deepest plastic zone at the coal-pillar dam on the mining side being 6 m. Nevertheless, the seepage in the coal-pillar dam on the reservoir side widens the range of the plastic zone, and local failure extends as far as 24 m deep. Near-field mine-tremor-induced dynamic loading enlarges the plastic zones on both sides of the coal-pillar dam to 12 and 26 m, and the range also extends in the direction in which Workface 33301 advances. Far-field mine-tremor-induced dynamic loading followed by the long-distance transmission and rapid energy attenuation causes no obvious change in the depth of the plastic zones.
on both sides of the coal-pillar dam, whereas the range extends slightly in the direction in which the workface advances. Since the coal-pillar dam on the mining side faces the coming shock waves, it experiences the most damage and the most severe disturbance due to dynamic loading in both the near and far fields. Overall, high-intensity dynamic loading increases the damage in coal-pillar dams, and due to the impact of long-term static loading, the plastic zone is also further broadened. These conditions are likely to provoke an incident once the disturbance reaches the reservoir.

5. Conclusions

Throughout the whole paper, several key conclusions are obtained.

The water content of a coal sample is well described by a logarithmic function of immersion time, and the curve may be divided into three stages based on its slope: (I) a rapidly increasing stage (0-5 h), (II) a slowly increasing stage (5-16 h), and (III) a near-saturation stage (16-32 h). Based on these results, we use in this study coal samples with water contents of 0.00%, 5.79%, and 12.53%.

The mechanical performance of coal samples depends on the strain rate and water content. At low strain rate and high water content, the compression stage accounts for a large fraction of the stress-strain curve, whereas the elastic stage accounts for a relatively small fraction of the stress-strain curve. The dynamic compressive strength and elastic modulus of the coal samples are exponential and logarithmic functions of strain rate, respectively, and have a strong positive correlation. As the water content increases, the dynamic elastic modulus of the coal sample increases nearly linearly while the dynamic compressive strength decreases. In addition, the effect of strain rate on the mechanical performance of the coal samples counters that of water content. As the strain rate increases to $89.1 \text{ s}^{-1}$, the compressive strength first decreases, before increasing with water content.

Water content and strain rate are two factors that affect the dynamic failure of coal samples. For coal samples subjected to a given impact load, an increase in water content shortens the time for crack initiation and failure and intensifies the failure, and parallel cracks become staggered cracks as they propagate. The average size of coal fragments reduces with increasing water content and strain rate, which tends to amplify the effect of each. A high water content and a large strain rate can minimize the average size of coal fragments.

Numerical simulations of the coal-pillar dam exposed to mine-tremor-induced dynamic loading provide guidance for engineering practice. Shock waves emanate in an elliptical pattern once the dynamic loading is initiated in the near or far field, thereby concentrating the stress on both sides of the coal-pillar dam and expanding the high-stress area as well as the plastic zone. A much greater disturbance occurs in the near field. Since the workface of the coal-pillar dam faces the
coming shock waves, both the peak stress and the range of the plastic zone increase more than in the middle part of the coal-pillar dam and on the reservoir side, exacerbating damage to the project.
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